PRESENTATION OF SCHOLARSHIPS 2013

AUAW Scholarship
Recipient: Marie Gill

Amherst Education Association Scholarship
Recipient: Rachael DeGrandpre

Amherst Garden Club
Recipient: Connor Cleve

Amherst Men's Club Scholarship
Recipient: Nathan Costin

Amherst Lions Club Scholarships
Recipient: Janet Leedy

Amherst Orthodontics Scientific Women's Scholarship
Recipient: Elyse Addy

Ann Logan Scholarship
Recipient: Autumn Hopp

Bradford-Long-Miles-Sullivan Scholarship
Recipient: Jennifer Cui, Kaitlyn Malone

Bruce Tarpley Scholarship
Recipient: Lauren Levine

Community Council Scholarship
Recipient: Matthew Levine

Criscione-Millett Scholarship
Recipient: Alexandra Kibbe, Sara Noble

Hitchiner Science Scholarship
Recipient: Alexandra Kibbe

Michael P. Sullivan Scholarship
Recipient: Elyse Addy

Mont Vernon PTSA Scholarship
Recipient: Alexandra Kibbe

Mont Vernon Education Association Scholarship
Recipient: Alexandra Kibbe

Richard W. Merrill Memorial Scholarship
Recipient: Nathan Costin, Morgan Chamberlain, Nicholas Choumen-

Vocational Scholarship:  Greg Nogueira

Souhegan High School Robotics Club Scholarship
Recipient: Kade Colen, Gregory Nogueira

Souhegan High School Football Booster Scholarships
Recipient: Jonathan Hull, Ethan Taylor, Tyler Ford, Brandon Len-

Souhegan PTSA Scholarship
Recipient: Kasey Kin, Kyleigh Melke, Kasey Quinn

Southern Connecticut National Guard Scholarship
Recipient: Connor Holbrook

**AWARDS**

U.S. Marine Corps Scholastic Excellence Awards
Recipient: Morgan Cem, Marle MacDonald

AFROTC
Recipient: Ryan B. Okerland, Bradley Hoyt

National Merit Scholarship
Recipient: Isaiah Stoute, Samuel D'Agostino

Community Service – Kathy Malone

Members: Alexander Assent, Daniel Anthony, Regan Bender, Katherine

Benelli, Cassandra Bragg, William Brown, Nathan Chamberlain, Erika

Christian, Connor Cleve, Nahin Cruz, Kyle Fox, Emma Hopp, 徐

Creason, Colleen DeGrandpre, David DiLiegro, Daniel Dufresne,

Emily Hopp, Cassandra Kibbe, Cassandra Linn, Sunita Mirao, John

Morgan, Megan Muskat, Nathan Ryan, Abigail Santiago, Michelle

Schiller, Elizabeth Sokol, Nicholas Stilwell, Taylor Wood, Morgan

Wylen, Laura Zeng

Lawrence Award
Recipient: Peter Bridgeland

Marion Young Memorial Scholarship from the Historical Soci-

ety – Sovereign

Recipient: Sean Tator

Mary O. Cleve Penberthy Award
Recipient: Lauren Levine

Secretary – Shannon Amrein

Vice-President – Alexandria Kibbe

Dr. Robert Mackin Award:
Recipient: Jonathan Gottwald

AFROTC
Recipient: Hannah Dean, Andrew MacDonald

AWARDS

Top Decile Students:

The Nancy O. Awards:
Recipient: Jonathan Gottwald, Victoria Haley, Connor Holbrook,

Herbert, Alex Morgan, Cassandra Mers, Elizabeth Pokorny, Mckenna

Robinson, Emily Torpey, Stephen Whidden, Ryan Whitten, Lauren

Young, Marika Lian

Community Council Awards:
Recipient: Alexandra Kibbe

Community Service Award:
Recipient: Shana Zabrusch

Valedictorian: Sarah Howard

Salutatorian: Jennifer Cui

ATOMIC
Recipient: Rachel Story

21st Century Leadership Award – Mark Valeski

Wells College 21st Century Leadership Award – Mark Valeski

Wells College Book Award – Amanda Salamone

Clarkson University Achievement Award – Alex Mendola

Clarkson University Leadership Award – Casey Foulks

Brandeis University Book Award – Ellen Arrowsmith

University of Rochester Frederick Douglass & Susan B. Anthony Award –
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